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I. Course Objectives 
•  Learn the various foundations and characteristics of being an 

impactful leader and successful person in life 

•  Strengthen planning, teamwork, communication, and reflection skills 
in order to successfully implement great ideas into action 

II. Gradebook Scoring 
Rubric-Based Grading Scale: 

•  Exceeding (100%) à Awesome! Sophisticated mastery of the topic 
•  Meeting (75%) à Solid! Clear understanding of the general topic 
•  Approaching (50%) à Great start! Something big missing 
•  Beginning (25%) à Let’s chat! Something major went wrong 

	
Grading categories: 

•  Team Projects (50%) à work and events we all are responsible for 
Homecoming events, assemblies, dances, activity nights, group service 

projects, student and staff recognition, spirit weeks 
•  Individual Leadership (40%) à solo work you do 

Leadership BINGO, student-led activity days, in-class assignments 
•  Brave Grade (10%) à behavior, attitude, and participation you contribute 

Mid-quarter and end-of-quarter grade, end-of-semester self-reflection 

End-of-semester grades: 

•  A (90%+, plus additional tasks): demonstrates nearly always Exceeding work, going well above and beyond the 
role of participant, showing true leadership in school and in the community 

•  Pass (60%+):  demonstrates Exceeding and Meeting work, clearly showing participation but limited leadership 
•  Fail (0-59.99%): demonstrates consistent Beginning and Approaching work, showing very limited participation 

and leadership qualities 

III. Grading Rationales 
Team Projects: Much of the work we do in this class involves the contributions of many in the class, though 
to varying degrees. Regardless of specifically who did what and how much, these projects, events, and 
efforts reflect on ALL of us and thus we are all responsible for them being high quality, well-planned, 
inclusive, and create a positive impact on our school and larger community.  
  
Individual Leadership: Some of the work we do are opportunities for you to learn, practice, exercise, and 
reflect upon the skills of individual leadership. Strong leaders need to be able to comfortably stand out 
from the crowd. 
  
Earning an “A”: Stretching yourself above and beyond standard is the only way to grow as an individual, 
therefore there is opportunity in this class to demonstrate strongly the skills and knowledge of being a high 
quality leader.  
  
Behavior: This is a course in which behavior and attitude IS the grade. If there is significant evidence you 
are consistently violating school discipline rules or not demonstrating the respectful, inclusive, and positive 
attitude of a school leader, you could earn an “F” grade and/or may be removed from the Leadership 
class.  

	



III: Grading Criteria 
Brave Grade 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To earn an “a” at Semester 

•  Solidly demonstrate an Exceeding Brave Grade 
Complete 2 out of the following 3:
•  Plan and execute a meaningful service project (school, community, or global) 
•  Complete all items on the Leadership BINGO, earning a “blackout” 
•  Read a leadership or life skills book, completing the Leadership Book Club project requirements 

 
 
 

 IV: Accommodations & Communications 
Accommodations: No matter how small, if there is anything you need to help you to succeed, please let me 
know as soon as possible! We all thrive best when held to strict accountability, but will flounder if that’s 
impossible to meet. I am HAPPY to make any appropriate adjustments to allow you an equitable 
learning experience and the opportunity to demonstrate your ability.  
 
Communication: If you have any questions or concerns about the individual score or overall calculation on 
any grade book item, please let me know! Mistakes can happen and learning is always an ongoing process. 
I make reasonable and regular contact throughout the year via email, phone call, or postal mail regarding 
concerns or praise. 
 

Note to Parents: I always welcome your questions or concerns regarding attendance, academic progress, 
and grade book scores. However, in our joint effort to support the whole growth of your student, whenever 
possible, I ask you, first, to let your student practice the vital life skill of advocating for themselves if 
they have any questions and/or concerns. 	

		

Models core leadership, behavior, and social skills within and outside the scope of Leadership class. 

Exceeding / Leader Meeting / Participant Approaching / Observer Beginning 

• Always arrives on-time and 
ready to work in class 
• Maximizes class time daily 
towards class goals / projects 
• Leads planning of and 
participates in class and school 
projects 
• Honors all course 
responsibilities given or signed 
up for, completes by deadlines 
• Contributes only high quality 
work that is thoughtfully 
community-building, service-
driven, and addresses real 
needs and concerns 
• Always extends a positive, 
inclusive, and helpful attitude 
to peers, staff, and community 

• Generally arrives on-time and 
ready to work in class 
• Generally uses class time 
efficiently towards class goals / 
projects 
• Helps in planning of and 
participates in class and school 
projects 
• Honors course responsibilities 
given or signed up for, 
completes by deadlines 
• Contributes quality work that is 
community-building, service-
driven, and addresses real 
needs and concerns 
• Generally extends a positive, 
inclusive, and helpful attitude 
to peers, staff, and community 

• Limitedly arrives on-time and 
ready to work in class 
• Limitedly uses class time 
efficiently towards class goals / 
projects 
• Limitedly helps in planning of 
and participates in class and 
school projects 
• Limitedly honors course 
responsibilities given or signed 
up for 
• Contributes limited work that 
may not be clearly community-
building, service-driven, or 
address real needs and 
concerns 
• Limitedly extends a positive, 
inclusive, and helpful attitude 
to peers, staff, and community 

• Very limitedly arrives on-time 
and ready to work in class 
• Very limitedly uses class time 
efficiently towards class 
goals / projects 
• Very limitedly helps in 
planning of and participates 
in class and school projects 
• Very limitedly honors course 
responsibilities given or 
signed up for 
• Contributes very limited work 
that is not clearly community-
building, service-driven, or 
address real needs and 
concerns 
• Very limitedly extends a 
positive, inclusive, and helpful 
attitude to peers, staff, and 
community.  

Be Kind. Be Brave. Be Present. 


